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Hugo Award Winner: In backwoods Wisconsin, an ageless hermit welcomes alien visitors—and
foresees the end of humanity . . . Enoch Wallace is not like other humans. Living a secluded
life in the backwoods of Wisconsin, he carries a nineteenth-century rifle and never seems to
age—a fact that has recently caught the attention of prying government eyes. The truth is,
Enoch is the last surviving veteran of the American Civil War and, for close to a century, he
has operated a secret way station for aliens passing through on journeys to other stars. But the
gifts of knowledge and immortality that his intergalactic guests have bestowed upon him are
proving to be a nightmarish burden, for they have opened Enoch’s eyes to humanity’s
impending destruction. Still, one final hope remains for the human race . . . though the cure
could ultimately prove more terrible than the disease. Winner of the Hugo Award for Best
Novel, Way Station is a magnificent example of the fine art of science fiction as practiced by a
revered Grand Master. A cautionary tale that is at once ingenious, evocative, and
compassionately human, it brilliantly supports the contention of the late, great Robert A.
Heinlein that “to read science-fiction is to read Simak.”
Deep in an abandoned, shattered castle, an old man of the Old Magic muttered almost
forgotten words. His purpose -- to create out of the insubstance of the air, from a shimmering
of light and a fluttering of shadows. that most wonderous of spells, a Shaping. A Shaping in the
form of a, young man who will be sent east on the road the old was to old to travel. To right the
wrongs of a long-forgotten wizard war, and call new wars into being. Here is the long-awaited
major new novel from one of the brightest stars in the fantasy and science fiction
firmament.C.J.Cherryh's haunting story of the wizard Mauryl, kingmaker for a thousand years
of Men, and Tristen, fated to sow distrust between a prince and his father being. A tale as deep
as legend and a intimate as love, it tells of a battle beyond Time, in which all Destiny turns on
the wheel of an old man's ambition, a young man's innocence, and the unkept promised of a
king to come.
Living out his final days in a small midwestern town, an embittered elderly man, Alden Dennis
Weer, explores his unique imagination, which has the power to obliterate time and reshape
reality. Reprint.
It all began when the wizards of the White League were under attack by their opponents of the
Black League and one of their most powerful members cast a spell to bring forth a mighty
wizard to aid their cause. What the spell delivered was master hacker Walter Wiz Zumwalt.
The wizard who east the spell was dead and nobodyÊnot the elves, not the dwarves, not even
the dragonsÊcould figure out what the shanghaied computer nerd was good for. But spells are
a lot like computer programs, and, in spite of the Wiz's unprepossessing appearance, he was
going to defeat the all-powerful Black League, win the love of a beautiful red-haired witch, and
prove that when it comes to spells and sorcery, nobody but nobody can beat a Silicon Valley
computer geek! At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management).
Provides biographical information on the men and women who write and illustrate children's
books.
Farscape meets The Great British Bake Off in this fantastic space opera You Sexy Thing from
former SFWA President, Cat Rambo. Just when they thought they were out... TwiceFar station
is at the edge of the known universe, and that’s just how Niko Larson, former Admiral in the
Grand Military of the Hive Mind, likes it. Retired and finally free of the continual war of
conquest, Niko and the remnants of her former unit are content to spend the rest of their days
working at the restaurant they built together, The Last Chance. But, some wars can’t ever be
escaped, and unlike the Hive Mind, some enemies aren’t content to let old soldiers go. Niko
and her crew are forced onto a sentient ship convinced that it is being stolen and must survive
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the machinations of a sadistic pirate king if they even hope to keep the dream of The Last
Chance alive. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
First-rate world-building from a writer gifted with soaring imagination and good old-fashioned
Sense of Wonder. — C.J. Cherryh A romantic and intellectually sexy gender discussion
wrapped up in a compelling novel. — J. M. Frey, Lambda Literary Award reviews Poised on the
brink of war, the people of the planet Bandar are stunned by the arrival of a disabled Terran
space ship. But the Terrans are even less prepared to understand the politics, gender fluidity,
or mob reflexes of the natives. The Terran captain uses increasing force as the only way to
ensure desperately needed repairs. Hoping to bring enlightened human values to the natives,
a young scientist's intervention leads to disaster. After a vicious assault, a pregnant native
becomes radicalized. A failed poet sees the Terran occupation as a way to gain the recognition
he craves. A widow whose farm is bombed using Terran weaponry journeys to the capital in
search of help and ends up facing a firing squad. And a reporter becomes the voice of the
resistance, determined to take back his world from the invaders... As violence escalates, the
fate of both peoples rests with those who have suffered the most. Can they find a way to
forgiveness . . . and peace? Lambda Literary Award Finalist James Tiptree, Jr. Award 2014
Long List
Master the Vorkosiverse! "I've always tried to write the kind of book I most loved to
reacharacter-centered adventure. Readers return to such books because those characters
have become their friends, and there is no limit to the number of times you want to be with your
friends again." ¾Lois McMaster Bujold, from The Vorkosigan Companion. It's the companion
for everything Miles and Vorkosigan: Insightful essays, encyclopedic entries on the characters,
the plots and¾most of all¾the fantastic world-building! Plus, an extensive story-behind-thestory essay on the creation of the books, and a Bujold mini-biography! At the publisher's
request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). "Bujold mixes quirky humor
with action [and] superb character development. [E]normously satisfying." ¾Publishers Weekly

A writer finds himself trapped in an isolated village where anything imagined becomes
reality in this wildly inventive contemporary fantasy Hoping to write his book in quiet and
seclusion, Horton Smith has returned home to Pilot Knob. Here, in the tiny village
where he passed so many carefree childhood years, he is untroubled by the pressures
of the big city and can freely answer the call of his muse. Of course, back in the city
Horton didn’t have to run from dinosaurs. There were no cartoon hillbillies offering him
moonshine, Don Quixote was content to confine himself to the pages of a book, and the
Devil himself was not on Horton’s tail. Something very, very unusual is going on in Pilot
Knob, and Horton Smith is determined to get to the bottom of it—if his own imagination
doesn’t kill him first! In Out of Their Minds, science fiction Grand Master Clifford D.
Simak changes gears, treating his readers to a delightfully satiric flight of fancy and
fantasy. An award-winning author renowned for his remarkable visions of the future,
Simak brings creatures and characters from humankind’s collective imagination to
breathtaking life in this fast-moving and unforgettable tale.
Featuring ten original short stories, Shivers in the Night is the first anthology written by
Yukon Writers' Society members. Each original story embraces the art of suspense and
terror with a knack for heart-pounding endings.In Spinner's Wheel, brace yourself for a
tangled web of horror. While diving into A Pretty Facade, don't be fooled by Maria's
perfect life. There's more than just science at play in the Texas body farm in The
Rotting. Old photographs and an odd cat lead Janie to a house with a hair-raising
secret. And Mr. Sweaters' Gift isn't a gift at all. Shivers in the Night sends you to the
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darkest corners of your mind and keeps you awake well into the night.
In the not-too-distant future, huge tornadoes and monster storms have become a part
of everyday life. Sent to spend the summer in the heart of storm country with her
meteorological engineer father, Jaden Meggs is surprised at the strides her father's
company StormSafe, has made with custom shelters that keep her family safe in even
the worst of storms. At her exclusive summer science camp, Eye On Tomorrow, Jaden
meets Alex, a boy whose passion for science matches hers. Together, they discover
that her father's company is steering storms away from the expensive neighborhoods
and toward the organic farming communities that are in competition with his bioengineered food company, NatureMade. Jaden must confront her father, but when she
does, she uncovers a terrifying family secret and must call on both her scientific
knowledge and her faith to save the people she loves most from one of her father's
monster storms.
A New York Times bestseller! In this imaginative escape into enthralling new lands,
World Fantasy Award finalist Kate Elliott's first bestselling young adult novel weaves an
epic story of a girl struggling to do what she loves in a society suffocated by rules of
class and privilege. Jessamy's life is a balance between acting like an upper-class
Patron and dreaming of the freedom of the Commoners. But away from her family she
can be whoever she wants when she sneaks out to train for The Fives, an intricate,
multilevel athletic competition that offers a chance for glory to the kingdom's best
contenders. Then Jes meets Kalliarkos, and an unlikely friendship between two Fives
competitors--one of mixed race and the other a Patron boy--causes heads to turn.
When Kal's powerful, scheming uncle tears Jes's family apart, she'll have to test her
new friend's loyalty and risk the vengeance of a royal clan to save her mother and
sisters from certain death.
Lights flicker on and off for no good reason. You feel drained and inexplicably irritable.
Your four-year-old is scared to enter her bedroom. Tell these things to Mary Ann
Winkowski, and she'll tell you that you have a ghost. A happily married, devout
Catholic, suburban mother and full-time paranormal investigator, Mary Ann Winkowski
has been able to see earthbound spirits, spirits that are trapped on earth and haven't
"crossed over," since she was a little girl. Mary Ann works with these spirits to help
them make peace with what keeps them here - whether it be people they can't let go of
or homes they love. In WHEN GHOSTS SPEAK, Mary Ann will tell the amazing story of
growing up with this gift, and will share tips on how to recognize when you're not alone,
and what to do if you are in the presence of a ghost.
How does one write science fiction so that it is believable and meaningful? Melissa
Scott shares her successful techniques and insights.
“National Velvet with monsters and a big helping of palace intrigue, Race the Sands is
monstrous (literally), heartwarming, and empowering in equal measure. An incredibly
fun and inspiring read.” – Katherine Arden, New York Times bestselling author of The
Bear and the Nightingale In this epic standalone fantasy, the acclaimed author of the
Queens of Renthia series introduces an imaginative new world in which a pair of strong
and determined women risk their lives battling injustice, corruption, and deadly enemies
in their quest to become monster racing champions. Life, death, and rebirth—in Becar,
who you are in this life will determine your next life. Yet there is hope—you can change
your destiny with the choices you make. But for the darkest individuals, there is no
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redemption: you come back as a kehok, a monster, and are doomed to be a kehok for
the rest of time. Unless you can win the Races. After a celebrated career as an elite
kehok rider, Tamra became a professional trainer. Then a tragic accident shattered her
confidence, damaged her reputation, and left her nearly broke. Now, she needs the
prize money to prevent the local temple from taking her daughter away from her, and
that means she must once again find a winning kehok . . . and a rider willing to trust
her. Raia is desperate to get away from her domineering family and cruel fiancé. As a
kehok rider, she could earn enough to buy her freedom. But she needs a first-rate
trainer. Impressed by the inexperienced young woman’s determination, Tamra hires
Raia and pairs her with a strange new kehok with the potential to win—if he can be
tamed. But in this sport, if you forget you’re riding on the back of a monster, you die.
Tamra and Raia will work harder than they ever thought possible to win the deadly
Becaran Races—and in the process, discover what makes this particular kehok so
special.
A novelette from Cat Rambo, author of The Tabat Quartet. What do you do when
someone else's past forces itself on your own life? Sorting through the piles left behind
by a grandmother who was both a stage magician and a hoarder, Persephone Aim
finds a magical artifact from World War II that has shaped her family history. Faced with
her mother's desperate attempt to take the artifact for herself, Persephone must decide
whether to hold onto the past--or use it to reshape her future.

Whether set in terrestrial oceans or on far-off space stations, Cat Rambo's
masterfully told stories explore themes of gender, despair, tragedy, and the
triumph of both human and non-human alike. Cats talk, fur wraps itself around
you, aliens overstay their welcome, and superheroes deal with everyday
problems. Rambo has been published in Asimov's, Weird Tales, and Tor.com
among many others. She was an editor for Fantasy Magazine, has written
numerous nonfiction articles and interviews, and has volunteered time with Broad
Universe and Clarion West. She has been shortlisted for the Endeavour Award,
the Million Writers Award, the Locus Awards, a World Fantasy Award, and most
recently a Nebula Award.
Detailed account and analysis of a major event of the Hundred Years War,
stressing the logistical efforts behind the fighting.
The galaxy-spanning Taran Empire is in the throes of a secret interdimensional
war... When Cris Sietinen leaves Tararia as a teenager to learn more about his
prohibited telekinetic abilities, he thinks he's started a new life. Years later, he
learns that freedom was always an illusion--he and his family are at the center of
an elaborate galactic conspiracy orchestrated by the governing Priesthood.
Genetic engineering, political manipulation, and preordained destinies converge
when Cris and his son Wil learn of a secret interdimensional war against the
mysterious Bakzen. But the real enemy may be far closer to home. With
knowledge of the Priesthood's hidden agenda and its disastrous political
ramifications for the Taran empire, Cris and Wil embark on a mission to save
their civilization from certain destruction. This omnibus contains the first three
volumes in the Cadicle space opera series, an epic science-fantasy space opera
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spanning three generations across sixty years.
Combining intellectual and real-world history with lucid theoretical analysis, the
book is a vital challenge to scholars and a spur to creative thinking for fans of
these three influential shows.
Winner of the 2020 Aurora Award for Best Novel, this fantasy epic tells the tale of
one mage who must stand against a Deathless Goddess who controls all magic.
Only in Tananen do people worship a single deity: the Deathless Goddess. Only
in this small, forbidden realm are there those haunted by words of no language
known to woman or man. The words are Her Gift, and they summon magic.
Mage scribes learn to write Her words as intentions: spells to make beasts or
plants, designed to any purpose. If an intention is flawed, what the mage creates
is a gossamer: a magical creature as wild and free as it is costly for the mage.
For Her Gift comes at a steep price. Each successful intention ages a mage until
they dare no more. But her magic demands to be used; the Deathless Goddess
will take her fee, and mages will die. To end this terrible toll, the greatest mage in
Tananen vows to find and destroy Her. He has yet to learn She is all that protects
Tananen from what waits outside. And all that keeps magic alive.
The twenty-first book in the beloved Foreigner saga continues the adventures of
diplomat Bren Cameron, advisor to the atevi head of state. The overthrow of the
atevi head of state, Tabini-aiji, and the several moves of enemies even since his
restoration, have prompted major changes in the Assassins' Guild, which has
since worked to root out its seditious elements—a clandestine group they call the
Shadow Guild. With the Assassins now rid of internal corruption, with the birth of
Tabini's second child, and with the appointment of an heir, stability seems to
have returned to the atevi world. Humans and atevi share the space station in
peaceful cooperation, humans and atevi share the planet as they have for
centuries, and the humans' island enclave is preparing to welcome 5000 human
refugees from a remote station now dismantled, and to do that in unprecedented
cooperation with the atevi mainland. In general Bren Cameron, Tabini-aiji's
personal representative, returning home to the atevi capital after securing that
critical agreement, was ready to take a well-earned rest—until Tabini's
grandmother claimed his services on a train trip to the smallest, most remote and
least significant of the provinces, snowy Hasjuran—a move concerning which
Tabini-aiji gave Bren a private instruction: protect her. Advise her. Advise
her—perhaps. As for protection, she has a trainload of high-level Guild. But since
the aiji-dowager has also invited a dangerously independent young warlord,
Machigi, and a young man who may be the heir to Ajuri, a key northern
province—the natural question is why the dowager is taking this ill-assorted pair to
Hasjuran and what on this earth she may be up to. With a Shadow Guild attack
on the train station, it has become clear that others have questions, too.
Hasjuran, on its mountain height, overlooks the Marid, a district that is part of the
atevi nation only in name—a district in which Machigi is one major player, and
where the Shadow Guild retains a major stronghold. Protect her? Ilisidi is hellbent
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on settling scores with the Shadow Guild, and her reasons for this trip and this
company now become clear. One human diplomat and his own bodyguard
suddenly seem a very small force to defend her from what she is setting in
motion.
A cynical, disabled film director with borderline personality disorder gets recruited
to join a secret organization that oversees relations between Hollywood and
Fairyland in this Nebula Award–nominated and Tiptree Award Honor Book that’s
the first novel in a new urban fantasy series from debut author Mishell Baker. A
year ago, Millie lost her legs and her filmmaking career in a failed suicide
attempt. Just when she’s sure the credits have rolled on her life story, she gets a
second chance with the Arcadia Project: a secret organization that polices the
traffic to and from a parallel reality filled with creatures straight out of myth and
fairy tales. For her first assignment, Millie is tasked with tracking down a missing
movie star who also happens to be a nobleman of the Seelie Court. To find him,
she’ll have to smooth-talk Hollywood power players and uncover the surreal and
sometimes terrifying truth behind the glamour of Tinseltown. But stronger forces
than just her inner demons are sabotaging her progress, and if she fails to
unravel the conspiracy behind the noble’s disappearance, not only will she be
out on the streets, but the shattering of a centuries-old peace could spark an allout war between worlds. No pressure.
A teaching resource providing varied activities on problem solving, inventiveness
and higher-order thinking skills as part of thinking skills/creativity lessons.
From the author of the critically acclaimed Dominion of the Fallen trilogy comes a tale of
dragons, and Fallen angels—and also kissing, sarcasm and stabbing. Lunar New Year should
be a time for familial reunions, ancestor worship, and consumption of an unhealthy amount of
candied fruit. But when dragon prince Thuan brings home his brooding and ruthless husband
Asmodeus for the New Year, they find not interminable family gatherings, but a corpse outside
their quarters. Asmodeus is thrilled by the murder investigation; Thuan, who gets dragged into
the political plotting he’d sworn off when he left, is less enthusiastic. It’ll take all of
Asmodeus’s skill with knives, and all of Thuan’s diplomacy, to navigate this one—as well as
the troubled waters of their own relationship.... A sparkling standalone book set in a world of
dark intrigue. A Note on Chronology Spinning off from the Dominion of the Fallen series, which
features political intrigue in Gothic devastated Paris, this book stands alone, but
chronologically follows The House of Sundering Flames. It’s High Gothic meets C-drama in a
Vietnamese inspired world—perfect for fans of The Untamed, KJ Charles, and Roshani
Chokshi’s The Gilded Wolves.
One of the Time 100 Best Fantasy Books Of All Time Two men rebel together against
tyranny—and then become rivals—in this first sweeping book of an epic fantasy series from Ken
Liu, recipient of Hugo, Nebula, and World Fantasy awards. Hailed as one of the best books of
2015 by NPR. Wily, charming Kuni Garu, a bandit, and stern, fearless Mata Zyndu, the son of
a deposed duke, seem like polar opposites. Yet, in the uprising against the emperor, the two
quickly become the best of friends after a series of adventures fighting against vast conscripted
armies, silk-draped airships, and shapeshifting gods. Once the emperor has been overthrown,
however, they each find themselves the leader of separate factions—two sides with very
different ideas about how the world should be run and the meaning of justice. Fans of intrigue,
intimate plots, and action will find a new series to embrace in the Dandelion Dynasty.
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"Non-stop action! Space battles! Intrigue! This is the kind of space opera that I love best—but
Elliott does it even better."—New York Times bestselling author Ann Leckie New York Times
bestselling author Kate Elliott brings us a thrilling new science fiction adventure set in a rich
universe full of political intrigue with Unconquerable Sun. Bookpage's Best Books of the Year
Autostraddle's Best Queer Books of 2020 GENDER-SPUN ALEXANDER THE GREAT ON AN
INTERSTELLAR SCALE Princess Sun has finally come of age. Growing up in the shadow of
her mother, Eirene, has been no easy task. The legendary queen-marshal did what everyone
thought impossible: expel the invaders and build Chaonia into a magnificent republic, one to be
respected—and feared. But the cutthroat ambassador corps and conniving noble houses have
never ceased to scheme—and they have plans that need Sun to be removed as heir, or better
yet, dead. To survive, the princess must rely on her wits and companions: her biggest rival, her
secret lover, and a dangerous prisoner of war. Take the brilliance and cunning courage of
Princess Leia—add in a dazzling futuristic setting where pop culture and propaganda are one
and the same—and hold on tight: This is the space opera you’ve been waiting for. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
The twenty-first century has so far proven to be exciting and wondrous and filled with
challenges we had never dreamed. New possibilities previously unimagined appear almost
daily . . . and science fiction stories continue to explore those possibilities with delightful
results: Collected in this anthology are such compelling stories as: "On K2 with Kanakaredes"
by Dan Simmons. A relentlessly paced and absorbing tale set in the near future about three
mountain climbers who must scale the face of K2 with some very odd company. "The Human
Front" by Ken MacLeod. In this compassionate coming-of-age tale the details of life are just a
bit off from things as we know them-and nothing is as it appears to be. "Glacial" by Alastair
Reynolds. A fascinating discovery on a distant planet leads to mass death and a wrenching
mystery as spellbinding as anything in recent short fiction. The twenty-six stories in this
collection imaginatively takes us far across the universe, into the very core of our beings, to the
realm of the gods, and the moment just after now. Included here are the works of masters of
the form and of bright new talents, including: Eleanor Arnason Chris Beckett Michael Blumlein
Michael Cassutt Brenda W. Clough Paul Di Filippo Andy Duncan Carolyn Ives Gilman Jim
Grimsley Simon Ings James Patrick Kelly Leigh Kennedy Nancy Kress Ian R. MacLeod Ken
MacLeod Paul J. McAuley Maureen F. McHugh Robert Reed Alastair Reynolds Geoff Ryman
William Sanders Dan Simmons Allen M. Steele Charles Stross Michael Swanwick Howard
Waldrop Supplementing the stories are the editor's insightful summation of the year's events
and a lengthy list of honorable mentions, making this book a valuable resource in addition to
serving as the single best place in the universe to find stories that stir the imagination and the
heart.
SFWA Grand Master Cherryh returns to the Hugo-award winning Alliance-Union Universe with
a thrilling entry in her far-reaching sci-fi saga. For years, the stations of the Hinder Stars, those
old stations closest to Sol, have lagged behind the great megastations of the Beyond, like Pell
and Cyteen. But new opportunities and fears arise when Alpha station receives news of an
incoming ship with no identification. The denizens of Alpha wait anxiously for news about the
outsiders, each with their own suspicions about the ship and its origins. Ross and Fallon, crew
members of the Galway, believe the unidentified ship belongs to Pell and has come to
investigate another massive ship docked at Alpha, The Rights of Man. Though Rights is under
the command of the Earth Company, it is not quite perfected—and its true purpose is shrouded
in mystery. James Robert Neihart, captain of Finity's End—a huge faster-than-light ship flown by
one of the Merchanter Families—has heard whispers of The Rights of Man and wonders at its
design and purpose, especially as Sol struggles to rival the progress of the Farther Stars. Now
docked at Alpha, he must convince the crews that there is more to The Rights of Man than
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meets the eye. Because the reasons behind the creation of The Rights of Man, and its true
plans, could change everything—not just for Sol, but for the Hinder Stars and the Beyond itself.
Grace Richardson is a young mortal woman whose only concerns are providing for her family,
playing her violin, and spending as much time as possible with her brother, Leo. When Leo
goes into service in the Fae’s world as a mercenary, she expects him to return with the honor
that he deserves. When Leo suddenly dies in an unspecified accident, not a word, medal, or
penny comes down from the higher-ups. Suspecting foul play, Grace disguises herself as a
Fae and sneaks into the Upper Realm to get some answers. She anticipates being in way over
her head, but the Fae soldier who discovers her true identity only a day in? Not so much. Now
Grace is forced to drag Aiden along as she tries to work out exactly how and why her brother
died. Along the way, she has no choice but to confront her prejudices against the Fae as she
attempts to sort out the difference between the honest and the dishonest. Political
conspiracies, demon realm escapades, and family secrets will all lead Grace to the answers
she’s looking for… and some that she isn’t. Join the adventure in Chasing Fae, Book 1 of the
Chasing Fae Trilogy!
A mysterious murder in a dystopian future leads a novice investigator to question what she’s
learned about the foundation of her population-controlled society. Decades after economic and
environmental collapse destroys much of civilization in the United States, the Coast Road
region isn’t just surviving but thriving by some accounts, building something new on the ruins
of what came before. A culture of population control has developed in which people, organized
into households, must earn the children they bear by proving they can take care of them and
are awarded symbolic banners to demonstrate this privilege. In the meantime, birth control is
mandatory. Enid of Haven is an Investigator, called on to mediate disputes and examine
transgressions against the community. She’s young for the job and hasn't yet handled a
serious case. Now, though, a suspicious death requires her attention. The victim was an
outcast, but might someone have taken dislike a step further and murdered him? In a world
defined by the disasters that happened a century before, the past is always present. But this
investigation may reveal the cracks in Enid’s world and make her question what she really
stands for.
In near-future New Orleans, draugar, again-walkers, are faster and stronger than most
humans, but not venomous until they are a century old. Until then, they shamble and bite.
Since not everyone wants to see their relatives end up that way, Geneviève Crowe makes her
living beheading the dead. But now, her magic’s gone sideways, and the only person strong
enough to help her is the one man who could tempt her to think about picket fences: Eli
Stonecroft, a faery who chose to be a bar-owner in New Orleans rather than live in Elphame.
Then human businessmen start turning up as draugar. Suddenly, the queen of the againwalkers and the wealthy son of one of the victims, both hire Geneviève to figure it out. She
works to keep her magic in check, the dead from crawling out of their graves, and enough
money for a future that might be a lot longer than she’d like. Neither her heart nor her life are
safe now that she’s juggling a faery, murder, and magic. “I loved The Wicked and The Dead!
A sassy, ass-kicking heroine, a deliciously mysterious fae hero, and a wonderful mix of action
and romance. Add that to Melissa's usual great world-building, and I'm already looking forward
to book 2!" – Jeaniene Frost, NYT Bestselling Author

Lemony Snicket meets Oscar Wilde meets Edgar Allan Poe in this exciting and scary
middle-grade novel inspired by The Picture of Dorian Gray -- a family curse is
unleashed! Bryony Gray is becoming famous as a painter in London art circles. But life
isn't so grand. Her uncle keeps her locked in the attic, forcing her to paint for his rich
clients . . . and now her paintings are taking on a life of their own, and customers are
going missing under mysterious circumstances. When her newest painting escapes the
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canvas and rampages through the streets of London, Bryony digs into her family
history, discovering some rather scandalous secrets her uncle has been keeping,
including a deadly curse she's inherited from her missing father. Bryony has
accidentally unleashed the Gray family curse, and it's spreading fast. With a little help
from the strange-but-beautiful girl next door and her paranoid brother, Bryony sets out
to break the curse, dodging bloodthirsty paintings, angry mobs and her wicked uncle
along the way.
Who knoweth the spirit of men that goeth upward, and the spirit of the beast that goeth
downward to the earth? –Ecclesiastes 3:21 Okay, they did resemble elephants, it can't
be denied. That led many people to underestimate the Nildoror and their obviously
more fearsome commensals, the Sulidoror. But aliens should never be judged by
human standards, as the Company learned to its cost when Holman's World, now once
again known as Belzagor, was given back to the natives and the Company sent
packing. Now Edmund Gunderson, once head of the Company's operation on this
world, has come back across the galaxy to settle old scores with the Nildoror. If he can
even get them to acknowledge his existence. Downward to the Earth is a classic from
the golden age of Robert Silverberg's career in the 1970s. His homage to Joseph
Conrad's Heart of Darkness, it remains as fresh and powerful today as the day it was
written. Our Orb edition will have a map of Gunderson's journey across Belzagor and a
new introduction by the author. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A New Adventure in the Saga of the Skolian Empire. Kamoj Argali is the young ruler of
an impoverished province on a backward planet. To keep her people from starving, she
has agreed to marry Jax Ironbridge, the boorish and brutal ruler of a prosperous
province. But before Argali and Ironbridge are wed, a mysterious stranger from a
distant planet sweeps in and forces Kamoj into marriage, throwing her world into utter
chaos. "Fans of futuristic romance will revel in the delights of a top notch romantic
adventure set against an impeccably crafted, richly imagined background. . . .
Connoisseurs of good science writing, vivid imagery and powerful emotional intensity
are in for a real treat."-Romantic Times (4 1/2 stars)
Focusing on the most compelling—and in many cases the most accessible—titles across
the vast area of imaginative fantasy and science fiction literature and media, this book
showcases creative ways to build on existing interest in these genres and promote
reading, literacy, and critical thinking. • Presents ways for librarians connect to young
patrons with enriching and entertaining workshop ideas • Models deep engagement
with reading and texts, focusing on leveraging high-interest popular fiction and media to
engage young people in critical thinking and reflection, thereby increasing their
understanding of the world and themselves • Stimulates children of various learning
styles and age ranges to think creatively and critically through curricula that ties into
STEM/STEAM learning
Est-ce que le fait de préparer intensivement votre roman peut vous aider à écrire une
meilleure histoire ? Les auteurs considèrent souvent les ébauches et la préparation
avec peur et tremblements. Mais quand cette phase est bien comprise et correctement
exécutée, elle devient une flèche redoutable dans votre carquois d'auteur. Préparez
votre roman : écrivez le chemin vers votre succès va : - vous aider à choisir le bon type
de préparation pour vous, - vous guider dans la phase créative de création de l'intrigue,
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- vous aider à découvrir de l'intérieur et de l'extérieur vos personnages, - vous montrer
comment structurer vos scènes, - vous expliquer comment formater votre ébauche
finale, - vous instruire sur comment vous pouvez utiliser la phase de préparation, révéler tous les bénéfices de cette phase de la création de roman, - mettre fin aux
conceptions erronées Ce livre contient aussi des interviews de 10 auteurs
expérimentés qui vous offriront leur propre savoir et répondront à des questions
importantes sur la préparation. Avec cette méthode de préparation : - vous déciderez
par vous-même si c'est un bon choix pour vous et vous ouvrirez les yeux sur les idées
fausses qui tétanisent les auteurs, - vous saurez ce qu'il vous faut faire avant même
d'attaquer la préparation, - vous définirez et aiguiserez votre prémisse pour obtenir une
meilleure vision de votre roman, - vous avancerez de A à Z sans oublier une seule
étape importante de votre préparation, - vous mettrez le doigt sur les scènes majeures,
les scènes obligatoires et les conflits qui vont porter votre histoire, - vous établirez le
contexte global de votre histoire pour affiner vos personnages, - vous mènerez des
entretiens avec vos personnages pour les laisser se découvrir à vous, - vous
maîtriserez votre environnement, vos lieux et leur symbolisme, - enfin vous pourrez
établir un plan détaillé qui vous guidera et sera comme un phare dans la tempête de
l'écriture. La préparation de vos romans peut vous permettre d'organiser et de faciliter
l'écriture de vos romans, pour vous aider à amener ceux-ci à une niveau supérieur plus
vite et avec plus de plaisir. Découvrez comment en lisant ce livre !
Don’t restrict your creative property to one media channel. Make the essential leap to
transmedia! From film to television to games and beyond, Storytelling Across Worlds
gives you the tools to weave a narrative universe across multiple platforms and meet
the insatiable demand of today’s audience for its favorite creative property. This, the
first primer in the field for both producers and writers, teaches you how to: * Employ
film, television, games, novels, comics, and the web to build rich and immersive
transmedia narratives * Create writing and production bibles for transmedia property *
Monetize your stories across separate media channels * Manage transmedia brands,
marketing, and rights * Work effectively with writers and producers in different areas of
production * Engage audiences with transmedia storytelling Up-to-date examples of
current transmedia and cross-media properties accompany each chapter and highlight
this hot but sure-to-be enduring topic in modern media.
When the First Call from the Stars Comes, Do We Even Dare to Answer? Life changes
for everyone in general--and for physicist Dean Matthews in particular--when
astronomers detect a radio signal from a nearby star. First Contact forces humanity to
face hard questions, and do it fast. Every answer spawns new questions. Every solution
sets in motion a new and more daunting crisis to challenge Dean, his family-and an
expanding number of interstellar civilizations-for generations to come. Praise for
InterstellarNet: Origins "...in InterstellarNet: Origins...Lerner proves he knows enough
real-world, present-day computer science and economics to combine them into a
wonderfully thought-provoking story.... Lerner's world-building and extrapolating are top
notch." --SFScope "Lerner mixes physics, computer science, and economics into a
series of very intellectually satisfying puzzles. Some of the puzzles involve
understanding the alien, and some depend on understanding ourselves ... A very
satisfying read, especially for the intellectually inclined." --Mike Brotherton, author of
Spider Star "One of the most original, believable, thoroughly thought-out, and utterly
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fascinating visions ever of what interstellar contact might really be like." --Dr. Stanley
Schmidt, Editor, Analog Magazine "Edward Lerner takes us from a first SETI detection
to full scale interstellar net economics, with thrills along the way. No one had thought
through what a working interstellar net would be like. Lerner has the professional heft to
make sense of it, tell a story, and make us care. Good stuff, told in clear, quick prose. A
groundbreaking job!" --Gregory Benford, author of Timescape. Bredon didn't mean to
interfere with the Powers-but then they interfered with him! When the beings of myth
and legend start fighting among themselves, mere mortals had best beware. Millennia
ago, the survivors of a crash settled the planet of Denner's Wreck. Their descendents
long ago forgot their own history. Centuries later, the planet was rediscovered by
visitors who stayed-and came to be called The Powers. The descendants of the original
settlers soon learned to treat the newcomers like gods. Then, one fine day, Bredon the
Hunter found himself caught up in the affairs of the Powers-at just the moment one of
them went mad! With a new afterword by the Author. Previously published as Denner's
Wreck." FoxAcre Press is proud to present its books on the Google Play store.
"Imagine Neuromancer and Lilith's Brood conceived a baby while listening to My
Chemical Romance and then that baby was adopted by Ghost in the Shell and Blue
Submarine no. 6. The baby's name is Unity." --Meredith Russo, author of If I Were Your
Girl Evoking the gritty cyberpunk of Mad Max and the fluid idealism of Sense8, Unity is
a spectacular new re-envisioning of humanity. Breakout author Elly Bangs has created
an expressive, philosophical, science-fiction thriller that expands upon consciousness
itself. Danae is not only herself. She is concealing a connection to a grieving collective
inside of her body. But while she labors as a tech servant in the dangerous underwater
enclave of Bloom City, her fractured self cannot mend. In a desperate escape, Danae
and her lover Naoto hire the enigmatic ex-mercenary Alexei to guide them out of the
imploding city. But for Danae to reunify, the three new fugitives will have to flee across
the otherworldly beauty of the postapocalyptic Southwest. Meanwhile, Danae's warlord
enemy, the Duke, and a strange new foe, the Borrower, already seek them at any price.
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